Introduction to tenpin bowling and how the scoring works
When you enter a bowling alley, you will see a multitude of bowling balls on display. Walk up to a
rack and try one. Place your thumb in the bottom hole and your middle two fingers in the top holes.
Return it to the rack if your fingers get stick or if the ball is too heavy to use easily.

Make sure your bowling shoes fit properly. Many times, you will wear different sized bowling shoes
than street shoes. Poor footing can cause you to step past the foul line, and onto the oil surface.
When you look toward the pins, you will see seven arrows marking each bowling lane. Do not
attempt to roll your ball directly down the middle. Instead, try to place the ball between the middle
arrow and the one beside it. If this does not work, adjust your marker to the right or to the left until
you are consistently hitting pins.
Most beginners use a four-step advance, so if you're right-handed, take the first step with your
right foot. At the same time, bring the ball straight out in front of you. When you take your second
step, swing the ball back. On the third step, the ball should be coming forward. And the final step
should occur at the same time as the ball's release.
When you let go of the ball, your thumb should come out first, followed by your fingers, and your
arm should come straight up in front of you, as if you were preparing to shake someone's hand.
Look at the lane arrows as you release the ball and watch where it goes. You get one point for
every pin you knock over. If you knock over all 10 pins with one ball, this is called a "strike" and
your turn is over.
Bowl a second time, making the necessary corrections and adjustments. If you get all of the
remaining pins with the second ball, you have bowled a "spare."

Understanding the Scoring
On the bowling scorecard, each frame is divided into two boxes in which the individual score from
each delivery is recorded. The cumulative score after each frame is written underneath. The pinfall
for each roll must be entered into the scorecard straight after the roll, and electronic scoreboards
do so automatically. However, the current total cannot always be entered until the value of strikes
and spares have been decided by subsequent shots (see below for further details).






If a player knocked down nine pins, they would mark down a "9".
A strike is designated in the first box of the frame by an "X".
A spare is marked down on the scorecard with a "/".
A zero is recorded with a "-".
If the first roll of a frame results in a split, then this is usually recorded on the scorecard by
enclosing the pinfall in parenthesis. For example if a player knocked down eight pins and
was left with a 7-9 split on the second shot, the first box of the frame would be filled with
"(8)". See below for more information on splits.
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Splits
A split is the name given to the pins left standing on the second ball in a frame if the head-pin (1pin) was knocked down on the first delivery and either of the following two conditions are true:



The standing pins are separated by at least one fallen pin. For instance, if the 7-pin and 9pin were left standing, there would be a 7-9 split. A 3-10 split is another example.
At least one pin is down immediately ahead of two or more standing pins, for instance a 5-6
split.

There are 459 possible split combinations in ten-pin bowling. Some of the more notable include:









Baby Split: 2-7 or 3-10
Bed Posts/Goal Posts: 7-10
Big Ears: 4-6-7-10
Christmas Tree: 2-7-10 or 3-7-10
Clothesline: Any group of four pins in a line, e.g. 1-3-6-10
Greek Church: Any split in which two pins remain standing on one side and three on the
other. The 5-pin must be knocked down.
Lily/Sour Apple: 5-7-10
Poison Ivy: 3-6-10

The hardest shot in bowling is generally considered to be the 7-10 split, because the two
remaining pins are at the furthest possible distance apart. It is extremely difficult to deliver the ball
so that it hits the outside of one pin hard enough to deflect it into the other. This is particularly so
because the pins are standing at the very edge of the lane and players who miscalculate their
target line by even a few centimetres will end up rolling a gutter ball

Strikes
If a player knocks down all ten pins on their first roll, they are awarded a strike. When a strike is
achieved, a player is given ten points for the ten downed pins, plus the total of their next two rolls.
For this reason, the value of a strike is not known until the end of the next frame.
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Player rolls a strike on ball one of frame one (ten points awarded).
Player knocks over five pins on ball one of frame two (five points awarded).
Player knocks down two pins on ball two of frame two (two points awarded).
Player earns an additional seven points (total from frame two) for the strike in frame one.
The total pinfall for frame one is 17 (10 + 7).The total pinfall for frame two is 7 points.
After two frames, the player has 24 points.
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For larger points, players must score multiple strikes in a row. Two consecutive strikes are referred
to as a "double", while three strikes in a row are called a "triple", or "turkey". A perfect game (12
strikes) is referred to in the US as a "Thanksgiving Turkey".
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Player rolls a strike on ball one of frame one (ten points awarded).
Player rolls a strike on ball one of frame two (ten points awarded).
Player rolls a 3 on ball one of frame three (three points awarded).
Player receives 13 extra points for the two rolls after the first strike.
Player rolls a 4 on ball two of frame three (four points awarded).
Player receives seven extra points for the two rolls after the second strike.
Total pinfall for frame one is 23 points, frame two pinfall is 17 points, frame three pinfall is 7
points.
8. After three frames, player scores 47 points.
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If a player scored three strikes in a row, they would receive a total of 30 points for the first frame
strikes. This is the largest number of points that can be scored in any one frame.

Spares
If a player knocks down all ten pins in a frame after two rolls, they are awarded with a spare, which
earns the player ten points for the ten pins that have been knocked over as well as the score of
the next ball.
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Player bowls a 6 on ball one of frame one (six points awarded).
Player bowls a 4 on ball two of frame one (four points awarded).
Player bowls a 7 on ball one of frame two (seven points awarded).
Player awarded seven extra points for the roll after the spare.
Player rolls a gutter ball on ball two of frame two (zero points awarded).
The total pinfall for frame one is now 17 (6 + 4 + 7) while frame two is worth 7 points.
After two frames, player scores 24.
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Scoring consecutive spares works in the same way as strikes. In the example above, if the player
had knocked over the remaining three pins in the second shot of frame two to secure a second
spare, they would receive ten points for frame two, plus the score from the first shot of frame three
as a bonus.

Extra frame
In the tenth and final frame, players who roll a strike or a spare will receive bonus shots. If a player
rolls a strike on the first ball of frame ten, they will be entitled to two additional shots. If a player
bowls a spare over two rolls in the tenth frame, they will be allowed to take one additional shot. If
players roll either a strike or spare on the extra shots, they will only receive the points for pins
knocked down. Therefore, in the final frame, the biggest score that can be attained with three
consecutive strikes is 30 (10 + 10 + 10). If a player rolled a strike, then a spare on their two bonus
shots, they would earn 20 points.
A perfect game score of 300, therefore, is made up of 12 consecutive strikes. In 2006, Elliot John
Crosby became the youngest ever bowler in Britain to roll a perfect game, at the age of 12 years
and two months.

